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INTRODUCTION
Hello! And welcome to this new edition of A Self-Care Toolkit for Busy
People.
In recent years, self-care has become something of a new buzz-term, and so
if your eyes roll when you hear someone say it, or secretly wish you had
more time for it, then I hear you. It’s one of the reasons I designed this new
e-workbook, to give people the opportunity to consider what self-care really
means for them, and how to make time for it - even if they lead a busy life.
In this e-Guide you’ll nd:
✅ Access to a free, guided meditation
✅ A selection of mantras and a rmations (included in meditation above)
✅ Mindful colouring sheets
✅ Calming images and quotes to cut out and keep
✅ Access to a music playlist / videos / articles
This eGuide has been made available for free to you as a subscriber. If you
love it and want to share it with friends, all I ask is that you signpost them to
my website so that they can subscribe and receive it for free too.
If you’ve got any ideas or feedback about the workbook, you can get in
touch too. Just drop me a line to delphi@helpingyousparkle.com
Hope you enjoy

Delphi Ellis
Quali ed Counsellor
Helping You Sparkle™
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Guided Meditation
This ve minute guided meditation script accompanies the recorded meditation in A
Self-Care Toolkit for Busy People, and is for your private and personal use. You can
access the recording here. This meditation should not be practiced whilst driving or
operating machinery. If you’re in any doubt about your health and wellbeing, or
practicing meditation, please speak to your doctor. If you choose to record the script
in your own voice rather than use the recording, please remember that the content of
this document is protected by copyright. You are not authorised to publish, copy or
distribute this script or the recording without the author’s permission.
Let’s begin. Start by making yourself comfortable, and adjust your position so that
you feel ready to enjoy this mindful moment to yourself. Close your eyes if it feels
safe to do so. If you want to, bring your awareness to your body, and give yourself
permission to relax. Feel your body soften.
As you begin the process of relaxation, you might notice that thoughts arise, for
example about what you “should” be doing with this time. As you become aware of
these thoughts, just notice them. Try not to immerse yourself in what the thoughts
are saying, just acknowledge they have arrived and then return your awareness to the
experience of being here right now, noticing how it feels to be resting where you are.
If you want to, turn your attention towards your breath. Just notice that you’re
breathing. Allow the air to ow freely, and experience the breath as it comes in and
goes out of your body. Continue to breathe naturally, and if you notice self-doubt or
criticisms coming up, acknowledge these as thoughts, label them ‘thinking’ and then
return your attention to the experience of being here right now, noticing how the
breath comes in and goes out of your body.
Repeat the following phrases as a mantra in your mind for as long if it feels helpful to
do so.
“I give myself permission to relax.
It is okay to sit here, right now, and do nothing.
I am a busy person, so I deserve to relax.
I am allowed to make time for myself. I can take time for relaxation.”
Bring your awareness back to your breath, and notice how you’re breathing right
now. Keep your attention focused on how the breath is coming in and going out of
your body. Sink in to the natural rhythm of your breath for the next few moments.
Enjoy this time, that is your time, dedicated to much-needed rest and relaxation.
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When you’re ready, bring your attention back to your body. Notice how your body
feels right now. Gently turn your attention to your feet and if you can wriggle your
toes gently. As you slowly begin to reawaken your body, when you’re ready gently
open your eyes and take this feeling of relaxation and self-care with you in to your
day.
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A Mindful Colouring Sheet - Design 1
Many people nd bringing their awareness to colouring a helpful way to relax. Treat
yourself to some lovely new colouring pens or pencils if you can and then take a few
moments to pause. When you’re ready begin.
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A Mindful Colouring Sheet - Design 2
Many people nd bringing their awareness to colouring a helpful way to relax. Treat
yourself to some lovely new colouring pens or pencils if you can and then take a few
moments to pause. When you’re ready begin.
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Calming Images to Cut Out and Keep
According to researchers like Dr Qing Li, even just looking at images of trees and
nature can help reduce anxiety, alleviate some symptoms of depression and help us
feel “better”. Here are some images below for you to cut out and keep, but you can
also nd or use your own.
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Resources
The following pages include access to a music playlist, videos and articles that may
be of interest. Even if you’re busy, you could take a few moments to read or listen.
Always check these are right for you before using. Links to a third party website only
implies that the information may be of interest and is not endorsed.

Relaxing Music for Stress Relief - YouTube

Self-Soothing with Mindfulness by Delphi Ellis - YouTube
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Resources
…continued /
This page includes access to resources that may be of interest. Always check these
are right for you before using. Links to a third party website only implies that the
information may be of interest and is not endorsed.
Why You Need a Self-Care Plan via Mindful

How to Create a Self-Care Action Plan - YouTube

Managing Anxiety During COVID and Beyond (from my Blog)
The best self-care out there: 26 of our favourite (and free) ways to look after yourself at
home via Stylist
Top Tips for Sleep by Delphi Ellis
Relaxing Guitar Music (YouTube)
5 Self-Care Practices for Every Area of Your Life by Very Well Mind
About Self-Care via the Blurt Foundation
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Activity
Sometimes it can be helpful to sit and think about what self-care looks like for you
and then make a plan - especially if you’re a busy person. For some people self-care
is in the little things, like a warm bath or reading book. If you feel like you have no
time to do anything “extra”, you might nd ways to be mindful doing things you do
every day - for example, you could take a few moments just to sit with your morning
cup of tea, or prepare your evening meal giving it your full attention.
For other people, it might be going on a long bike ride or doing some other exercise.
Everyone is di erent. Take a few moments to jot down some self-care ideas below,
and then set aside time in your diary to do them or use the planner on the following
page to help.
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Self-Care Plan / To-Do List
My Self-Care To-Do List e.g. nish work on time, have a bath

The bene ts of this will be:

Positive Self-Care Statements I can also use:
E.g. I deserve to relax, I can take time for myself

A promise to myself / treat this month will be: e.g. when will you do some of the
above?
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Quotes to Cut Out and Keep

It’s not sel sh to love
yourself, take care of
yourself, and to make your
happiness a priority.
It’s necessary.

Caring for others is
important, but COVID-19
taught us that sometimes,
by caring for yourself,
you’re caring for others,
too.

· Mandy Hale ·

· Becca Kaye ·

I make it a point to
practice self-care. I make
an appointment with
myself.

If your compassion does
not include yourself, it is
incomplete.
· Jack Korn eld ·

· Manisha Singal ·
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About the Author
Delphi is a quali ed counsellor and well-being trainer.
She provides professional therapeutic services into
the community to help people nd what she calls their
‘mojo’ (feel-good energy or motivation) and get their
sparkle back, often during or after a di cult time in
their lives.
Her mission is to help improve and enhance the wellbeing of others through compassionate education
and wholehearted, meaningful dialogue. She believes
in human potential, helping people manage
uncertainty and build resilience, building connection
in communities.
She has a special interest in dreams and sleep, appearing on TV shows like
Loose Women. You can nd out more about Delphi here.
You can follow Delphi on social media @delphiellis.
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